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Abstract. This paper proposes a means of using facial color to enhance
conventional face detectors. To a detect face rapidly, the proposed approach
adopts a color filtering based efficient region scanning method. The scanning
method skips over regions that do not contain possible faces, based on a facial
color membership function. By integrating the proposed face detector with a
kernel based object tracker, a real-time face detection and tracking application
is implemented for mobile devices. The proposed method considerably reduces
the overall computation time and reduces the number of false positives.
Keywords: Face Detection, Facial Color Filtering, Region Selection, Face
Tracking

1

Introduction

Face detection is a very important preliminary stage of face localization, face
recognition. However, face detection is a time-consuming process due to the
enormous search space involved. The face detection model using the AdaBoost
learning algorithm proposed by Viola and Jones [1] is a state-of-the-art face detection
model that provides outstanding computational efficiency. Many face detection
approaches based on Viola and Jones’ study have been reported [2][3]. Most of these
approaches deal only with gray images. However, to archive a lower false alarm rate,
a more complex, strong classifier is needed. For that purpose, to reduce the
occurrence of false alarms, facial color information is needed.

2

Proposed method

In this paper, we propose a means to use facial color to enhance any conventional face
detectors which use the sliding-window approach and appearance information from a
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gray image. In order to enhance the conventional face detector, we adapt a colorfiltering based region scanning approach and a face/non-face classifier based on facial
color density at the preprocessor of the face detector. To use facial color density, we
obtain a facial color filtered image and it's integral image [1] to obtain the density of
the sub-window quickly. A facial color filtered image is obtained using a facial color
membership function that can reflect facial colors under various illumination
environments.
M(color) =

maxI ∈face �pi (color)�
i
p(color)

(1)

In (1), 𝑝𝑖 (𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) refers to the color probability distribution of an image $I_i$. By
merging the color probability distributions of facial images through max operation,
rare facial colors in sample space can have high likelihoods. Using 𝑀(𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟), the
facial color membership value of each pixel can be obtained. Using this membership
information, a facial color filter image whose pixel value is 1 when its color belongs
to a facial color is obtained. To calculate facial color information efficiently, we adopt
the integral image to this facial color filtered image. Using this facial color integral
image, the facial color density of a region is calculated with a relatively light
computation load. From this density information, we determine the scan interval,
which denotes the position of the next face candidate sub-window.
𝑠𝑖ℎ = �
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(2)

𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

In (2), 𝑠𝑖ℎ is the horizontal scan interval, ∆ is the minimum scan interval, 𝜔 is
the width of the region 𝑟, and ∅ is the lower bound of the facial color density, which
is determined to be 0.55 by experiment.
The proposed detector skips regions that have lower density than a lower bound of
the facial color density by changing the scan interval. A similar method can be
applied to the vertical direction. By skipping over the scan interval, the detector can
avoid assessing non-candidate regions. We adopt a face/non-face classifier using
facial color density that rejects a non-face quickly with high rejection rate. If the
density of the region is lower than a certain threshold, that region is rejected. By
integrating the proposed face detector with a kernel based object tracker, a real-time
face detection and tracking system is implemented for a mobile device. The proposed
method contributes to reducing the overall computation time of face detection and to
eliminating false alarms.

3

Experimental Results

We compared various frontal face detection models on the same dataset. The dataset
is the Caltech frontal face dataset, which consists of 450 color images under different
lighting/expressions/backgrounds. We applied the proposed method to the following
four frontal face detection models [2].
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1. stump-based 24X24 discrete AdaBoost,
2. stump-based 20X20 gentle AdaBoost,
3. tree-based 20X20 gentle AdaBoost,
4. stump-based 20X20 gentle AdaBoost (a tree of stage classifiers).

Fig. 1. False alarm and computational time with 4 frontal face detection model
We conducted the experiment on a Pentium 4 2.4 Ghz single core PC. We
measured detection ratio, false alarms, and computation time. In the case of detection
ratio, all experiments achieved over 99.9%. We compare false alarms and
computation time in Fig. 1. In the experiments, the proposed method reduced the
number of false alarms to an average of 68\%. Moreover, the computational time was
diminished to average 80%.
In the on-line face detection and tracking experiment on an mobile device (800Mhz
CPU), we used 240 X 160 image sequences. We use both frontal and profile face
classifiers. We measure the computational time of the conventional AdaBoost
detector and the proposed detector. The computational time of the proposed detector
is reduced to 60% of that of the conventional detector. We measure the computational
time of the proposed detecting and tracking model. We change the input image every
second and average the whole computational time to measure overall speed. The
speed of the proposed system is 3.6 times faster than that of the conventional detector.

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an efficient color filtering-based face detector with subwindow scanning. Our detector scans the image space sparsely based on facial color
density. As compared with the conventional AdaBoost face detector, we have shown
that the proposed detector has a lower overall computational cost and fewer false
alarms, while detection ratio is same with conventional one.
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